
Streamline 

Weekly Workshops

Set audio preferences Use Q&A button to ask questions anytime

Please acquaint yourself with the Zoom toolbar
while we wait for additional attendees to join.

Use Q&A for questions or if you are having a problem. 
Use chat if you just want to say hi!

Will begin soon!



Streamline 

Weekly Workshops

Designing Your 

Homepage



hello!

I’m Chris
head of customer happiness at Streamline

(and that’s Luke!)
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Why is the homepage so 

important?

Wrong 
message

Confusing

Illegitimate
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Why is the homepage so 

important?



Foundations
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Design Basics

Homepage Teasers

Layouts & Themes

Teaser Images

Advanced Techniques
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Design Basics

1) Purpose
2) Communication
3) Imagery
4) Color
5) Balance
6) Consistency
7) Clarity
8) Typeface
9) Accessibility



Red - Carousel

Blue - Quicklinks

Green - Features
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Homepage 

Teasers



The first thing people see when 
they come to your site

Great for content featuring 
high-resolution images

Great for timely or strategic 
content

Relatively narrow, so may require 
experimentation

Carousel
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Homepage 

Teasers



Uniform appearance, but can be 
customized with images (icons are 
best!)

Great for items the public will 
want fast and easy access to that 
isn’t likely to change

Not great for timely content or 
unfinished pages

Quicklinks
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Homepage 

Teasers

https://www.iconsdb.com/
https://www.iconsdb.com/


General area to tease content on 
the homepage that wouldn’t 
otherwise go in the other zones

Can be displayed with or without 
images

Almost completely customizable

Features 

(aka Below Main Body Content)
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Homepage Teasers



Acme

Layouts

Canyon
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Wide carousel with colored 
sidebars

Horizontal quicklinks

Tiled teasers below

Great for districts that want to 
appear friendly, are mostly 
“outside” or are 
community-oriented

Acme Theme 1
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Super-wide carousel, 
edge-to-edge

Horizontal quicklinks

Tiled teasers below

Great for districts that want to 
appear friendly, dynamic, 
engaging, and personable (and 
have amazing images!)

Acme Theme 2
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Wide carousel with colored 
sidebars

Vertical quicklinks

Stacked teasers below

Great for districts that want to 
have an engaging carousel, but 
promote interaction with content 
on the site / feature projects

Acme Theme 3
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Narrower carousel

Elevated vertical quicklinks (high 
contrast)

Tiled teasers below

Great for districts that want 
prioritize visitor action (bill pay, 
required forms, services) over 
imagery

Acme Theme 4
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Narrower carousel

Elevated vertical quicklinks (low 
contrast)

Tiled teasers below

Great for districts that want 
prioritize visitor action (bill pay, 
required forms, services) over 
imagery

Acme Theme 5
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Clean (mostly white and gray)

Clean menu

Quick links are in the primary 
color

Great for districts that want to 
have a clean and neutral 
experience

Acme Feel:

Gray
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Clean & colorful

Clean menu

Quick links are gray

Great for districts that want to 
have a more impactful or colorful 
experience for visitors

Acme Feel:

Outline
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Impactful & colorful

Dark menu

Quick links are gray

Great for districts that want to 
project authority and 
competence

Acme Feel:

Bold
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Using the 

Theme 

Customizer

Preview changes in 
your browser!

Only goes “live” if 
you click Save in 
the Theme 
Customizer screen



Challenge #1: Inconsistent Teaser Height
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Teaser Images

Fixed width container

Image height is 
determined by how 
much it needs to shrink 
to fit container 
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Narrower images are 
stretched to fit, 
becoming taller

Wider images are shrunk to 
fit, becoming shorter

Teaser Images
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Teaser Images

Solution #1: Use Images with the 

same height / width ratio

Note: the actual pixel count 
matters less than the ratio 
between height and width! Each of 
these photos has a width:height 
ratio of 3:2.

e.g. the first photo might be 720px wide 
and 480px tall. The other photos could be 
450px wide and 300px tall and it would 
still render as the same size on the page.
For the nerds: because 720:480 == 450:300 == 3:2

X

X * 1.5 

Sorry about the math :(



Challenge #2: Incompatible Carousel Image
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Teaser Images

Teaser Images

Solution #2: Use Images with 

relevant info in the center
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Teaser Images

Solution #2: 

Landscape 

generally 

works better 

than 

Portrait



Challenge #3: 

Pixelated photos
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Teaser Images

Solution #3 Use High 

Resolution Images



Free, unlicensed, HD images:

✘ pexels.com

✘ unsplash.com

✘ iconsdb.com
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https://www.pexels.com/
https://unsplash.com/
https://www.iconsdb.com/


Advanced Settings
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Advanced Settings
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Primary Color

Depending on the 
chosen feel, will modify 
the “main” color that 
appears on your site 
(menu/caption color, 
icon color, etc)



Advanced Settings
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Secondary Color

Depending on the 
chosen feel, will modify 
the “alternate” color 
that appears on your 
site (for text color, icon 
color, etc)



Advanced Settings
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Modifying Both Primary and 

Secondary

Virtually unlimited 
combinations and 
possibilities!

Creates the most 
custom-designed feel



Advanced Settings
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Background Colors

Any “panel” of the site can have its 
own color

However, this requires special 
attention to contrast in order to stay 
accessible!

Contrast Checker:

webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker 

More information: 
webaim.org/articles/contrast/ 

https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker
https://webaim.org/articles/contrast/


Advanced Settings
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Logos

There are two varieties of logos: standard vs. square

If you have a longer name, a slogan or motto, or any 
other text you want to add to the top of the screen, 
you’ll have to create an image and use the standard 
logo

If you have a badge or “self-contained” logo and like 
the dramatic appearance of the square format, we 
can enable that for you!

Note: you can replace your logo, but custom settings are 
required to alter the logo appearance

VS



Advanced Settings
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Fonts

Practically any font 
available on Google Fonts 
(https://fonts.google.com/) 
can be imported into your 
site…

...but not all of them should 
be :)

https://fonts.google.com/


Advanced Settings
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Practically any font 
available on Google Fonts 
(https://fonts.google.com/) 
can be imported into your 
site…

...but not all of them should 
be :)

Fonts

https://fonts.google.com/


Advanced Settings
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There are several 3rd party 
tools that we can embed 
directly on the homepage!

These include:

- Maps
- Videos
- Some social media (but 

not most!)

Embeddable 

Content



Advanced Settings
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The “below main body content” 
zone can feature rows with 
various numbers of teasers! 
(requires custom code)

Custom Feature 

Layouts



Advanced Settings
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The “below main body content” 
zone can feature rows with 
various numbers of teasers! 
(requires custom code)

Custom Feature 

Layouts



Applications
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Oregon Public Ports
https://www.oregonports.com/ 

Simple, clean and approachable to implement

Balanced teasers and consistent imagery

Slight color customization and strong logo creates an 
immediate brand

https://www.oregonports.com/
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Consolidated Mosquito Abatement
https://www.mosquitobuzz.net/ 

Clean, high-contrast color that is easy to read

Excellent use of consistent icons that are clear to follow

Purposeful homepage that drives visitor action

https://www.mosquitobuzz.net/
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Aromas Water District
https://www.aromaswaterdistrict.org/ 

Great example of the Canyon theme in action!

Pleasing, relaxing imagery that is on-brand

Purposeful, topical homepage

Great icons and color

https://www.aromaswaterdistrict.org/


Albion Little River Fire 
https://www.alrfpd.com/

Great primary / secondary color mix!

On-brand imagery

Balanced teasers

Perfect use of the Bold feel!
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https://www.alrfpd.com/
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Dearborn Cemetery 
https://www.dearborncemetery.com/

Great monochrome theme

Striking, on-brand imagery 

Custom yet balanced teasers

Embedded map on the homepage

https://www.dearborncemetery.com/


thanks!

Want to schedule a Design Review?

1) Email support@getstreamline.com 
2) Include “design review” in the subject line
3) Someone from Streamline will reach out to 

schedule with you!
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mailto:support@getstreamline.com

